RELEASE NOTES

Release Notes for:
AV Bridge MatrixMIX
Release Information:
----6/13/2018
AV Bridge MatrixMIX 1.1.0
Notes:
- AV Bridge MatrixMIX and PCC MatrixMIX must both be updated to 1.1.0 to work properly together
- New Features
- Added support for DocCAM 20 HDBT and RoboSHOT IW.
- Added ability to configure IP streaming packet sizes.
- Added thumbnail images for keying sources and controls in the web UI.
- Added telnet commands to control input configuration.
- Added telnet command to query streaming status.
- Added a telnet command to allow monitoring of physical button presses for AV Bridge MatrixMIX.
- Added ability to toggle auto mic mixer inputs by clicking on the LED icons in the web UI.
- Added camera standby control on the AV Bridge MatrixMIX admin web UI.
- Added advanced chroma key threshold configuration options.
- Added ability to disable general HTTP access to the device.
- Added ability to configure HTTPS certificates from the web UI.
- Added ability to disable the telnet server on the device.
- Added the ability to import configurations from previous versions of software
- Added ability to Pan-Tilt-Reset cameras
- Improvements
- Improved controls for static graphics positioning and assignment in the web UI.
- Various security improvements including disabling the TLS v1.0 protocol and DES and 3DES TLS cyphers
- Increased number of available software triggers to 50.
- Improved serial camera preset detection.

-Known Issues
- Video may temporarily freeze if the system is switched between dual bus and A/B mode while a static
graphic layer is active. Turning the layer off and rebooting the AV Bridge MatrixMIX should resolve the issue.
- Under certain conditions an uploaded static graphic image may not work properly. Deleting and reloading
the image should fix the issue.
- Hot plugging of inputs can occasionally cause temporary color distortion in the image.
----3/13/2018
AV Bridge MatrixMIX 1.0.1
Notes:
- Added support for HID-based 3M touchscreen monitors.
----8/30/2017
AV Bridge MatrixMIX 1.0.0
Notes:
-Initial Release
Additional Information:

For instructions on how to update your firmware, please see the product installation guide on our website at
www.vaddio.com
Thank you for your continued support of Vaddio products. Please contact Vaddio with any questions at 763-9714400 or through our website.
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